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Abstract 

Religion, society, and development are all concepts of life that 

cannot be fully explained without the input of man. They exert 

influence on man and vice versa. In Africa, religion and culture have 

so thin a boundary that at times it is difficult to separate them. 

Development involves the transformation of resources for better and 

more satisfactory living standards. Given the abundant human and 

natural resources bestowed on Africa and the fact that diligent labor 

creates wealth and stimulates development, religion has the capacity 

to psych up its people and lead them to use what they have to achieve 

what they want. This possibility is evinced by research reports that 

indicate that the level of development achieved in Africa during the 

colonial era owe much to activities of religious missionaries. They 

achieved those feats through health services, formal educational 

establishments, transformation of moral standards and religious 

indoctrinations. Today more than ever before, Africa needs the input 

and impact of religion to further transform its society and propel 

meaningful mental, psychological, environmental, health, economic, 

educational and political development and thereby reduce poverty, 

disease, ignorance and chaos. 
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Introduction 

Naturally man sees himself developing from one stage of life to another 

biologically. This physical process comes along with mental, psychological, 

sociological, spiritual and even economic implications. Given the fact that 

man is a rational being, the necessity of meeting his needs that arise due to 

these developmental stages of life, spurs him to seek solutions to these 

needs. First and foremost, his quest to understand who he is, how he came 

to be and the purpose of his existence, leads him to think and act in ways 

that are mostly described as religious. Second to his religiosity is the fact 

that man does not survive alone. By the nature of his being and existence, 

he is to coexist with others and this creates the fact of the society. On its part 

the society defines ways by which its components operate which is termed 

culture. 

Furthermore, this quest of man to meet his needs in the dynamics of the 

changes he experiences in life in his society assumes an enigmatic posture 

as a result of man’s natural weariness in a state of monotony. The attempt 

to quell monotony in his lifestyle has brought about rational attempts which 

have led to inventions (termed scientific) aimed at making life and living 

better. This, man calls development. 

These terms (religion, society, culture, development) which constitute 

various intertwined facets of the processes of man’s activities in his life and 

living, need proper understanding in order to be properly imbibed and 

applied for the corporate benefit of people who dwell and interact together 

in the continent of Africa in this 21st century. 

 

What is Religion? 

There are myriads of definitions of the term religion, few of which will be 

presented here. Iwe avers that religion is a spiritual journey which 

characteristically displays: one, the craving for and acknowledgement of 

some power beyond the human realm that is called God; two, the 

attestation of man’s limited abilities to satisfy his needs; and three, the 
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design by man of tenets to guide his relational acts of life so as to adduce 

reasons why certain major issues of life happen the way they do (48). Still 

in this direction, Obi states that religion involves people’s understandings 

and views about the being, form, and reverence due a deity or deities as 

well as supernatural relationships in cosmic affairs and human life (150). 

These two definitions bring to the fore the issues of spirituality, God, gods, 

and human relationships with the supernatural in the conduct of affairs 

here in the world. 

In his contribution to the definition of religion, Paramanda traces the 

etymology of the word religion to the Latin religare stating that it means “to 

bind”, but preferring to use the word unite. He therefore intones that 

religion or spirituality is the study and practice which makes man to 

understand how to unite with his world or with God (online). This 

definition gives a sociological perspective to the definition of religion when 

he cites Marshall et. al. as preferring the use of the “presence of the sacred 

instead of god or gods” as this is what could give it universal acceptance. 

This he states is due to the fact that while religious groups like Buddhists 

do not make reference to god, the idea and acceptance of the sacred is found 

to be present in all known religious forms (51). The idea of the sacred brings 

in the notion of holiness which is akin to moral distinctiveness 

characterized by obedience to set rules or laws. 

Ananti and Madubueze see religion as a concept that scholars have defined 

variously according to their perceptions of the practitioners’ principles and 

practices. They took Nigeria as a test case and named Ogboni confraternity, 

Eckanker, Sea Dogs Confraternity, Islam and Christianity as notable 

Religions in the country (34). These as well as other religious forms in Africa 

and the world at large, have influences  that they exert on their adherents, 

thereby making them to behave in certain identifiable ways which could 

avail a careful observer the insight to know through one’s behavior his or 

her religious leaning. 

 From the foregoing therefore, we define religion as a concept of life that 

associates human behavioral patterns to perceptions understood as 
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outcomes of the relationships that exist between the natural and the 

supernatural realms of existence. Thus religion could be seen as a 

behavioral lifestyle patterned by what is perceived to be a possible 

experiential outcome whether past, present or future depending on the 

relationship that exists between the physical and the spiritual world. 

 

Society 

Okwueze’s definition of society could be summed up as a people group 

with a common interest that is pursued orderly (6). The idea of a group calls 

for organization, that of interest breeds strategy, while orderliness requires 

laws or rules of operation. Ananti and Madubueze see society as the 

congregation of a people’s religion and culture in practical terms (34). In 

other words, they see society definable in terms of religious and cultural 

practices and conduct. We therefore accept a society to be a group of people 

with a common identity in terms of religious or cultural beliefs and 

practices or with a blend of both. In this broad sense, geographical 

proximity is not of essence, though it could be vital for assessment 

purposes. In a narrow sense however, geographical demarcations are taken 

into account. While the religious concern falls more to the broad sense, the 

cultural application applies more to the narrower view. 

From the explanations above emanate expressions such as “the Christian 

community”, “the Muslim Umar”, “the traditional African society”, or “the 

Buddhist community”, for the broad application. The narrower 

appellations could sound like “the American people”, “the Nigerian 

community”, “the Igbo community”, “the Bakundu people”, “the Douala 

community”, and so on. 

 

Culture 

The need to define culture now arises due to its place in the definition of a 

society. Adetunji, citing a dictionary of Anthropology, defines culture as: 

All that which is non-biological and socially transmitted in a 

society, including artistic, social, ideological and religious 
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patterns of behavior, and techniques for mastering the 

environment. (Culture is) tradition, which is handed down 

from one generation to the other (72). 

 

This definition portrays culture as a comprehensive package of human 

activities within a given group that is continuously bequeathed to 

succeeding generations in a geographical location. Omeregbe presents 

culture from an epistemological point of view. He sees culture as a 

parameter that guides people’s life and that upon which people interpret 

their daily experiences (28). By this conception, Omeregbe means that it is 

the culture of a people that shapes their knowledge and appreciation of 

reality. Culture is therefore liable to how a people in any particular society 

view and appreciate religion, education, music, art, science, technology, 

development, politics and governance. It is proper to state here that culture 

flows with the dynamism of human knowledge. As man’s knowledge of his 

environment increases and improves, so does his culture, hence it is not 

only culture that shapes man’s knowledge. Man through learning also 

reshapes and improves his culture. 

 

Development 

Experts in economic planning have several ways of looking at 

development. Ananti and Madubueze present the views of Rodney who 

sees development as increase in ability and capacity to freely create 

opportunities and exercise responsibilities over temporal things. They also 

affirm the submissions of Tade who states that development is the capacity 

to tap endowments, use investment opportunities, apply technical know-

how and model institutional apparatus’ in a way that current as well as later 

initiatives for the satisfaction of human needs and desires will be enhanced 

(35, 36). 

Obi cites Torado and Smith as stating that development rate is the resultant 

state of increase of the productivity rate of a state or national economy up 

to and above 5% to 7% of the Gross National Product (GNP), where such 
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an economy had been static over a substantial period of time. He further 

intimates that Alao defines development as a multi-dimensional channel 

designed to accomplish the death of poverty and disease, the freedom of 

citizens, rise in production of goods and services in a balanced ecosystem, 

judicial freedom and equity, secured society, cultural strength and social 

stability (153). 

He further cites Pius Okigbo as submitting that development is the 

multiplication of things to the level where people’s needs are met 

satisfactorily in various facets of life. During a seminar organized by SIDA 

Partnership Forum in Sweden, April 26-28, 2009 to discuss the role of 

religion in development cooperation, Muhammed M. Carder gave an 

extensive definition of development as follows: 

Development is always about growth, transformation and 

betterment. It involves both quality and quantity and relates 

to human and material development...that constitute the state 

of human well-being and take the form of income, freedom, 

security and enjoyment of human rights. In short, they 

include the political and economic aspects of life 

(www.sida.se/). 

 

From the intimations, insights and submissions presented on development, 

it appears to be an enormous task for any given society. The driving force 

for development however, is the imaginable benefits it has in store for 

humanity. The missing ingredient in most of the submissions on 

development, which is a fundamental factor of life is religion. How then do 

we bring in religion into the sphere of development in the world in general 

and Africa in particular? 

 

II. The Role of Religion in the Development of a Society 

Part of what every religion teaches its adherents is responsibility. In this 

sense responsibility means accountability. In propounding this view, 

Okpechi avers that the Bible intimates the entire human race that they were 
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created to be overseers of God’s creation with authority and responsibility 

due stewards (199). What is developed as well as the tools used to develop 

them are all created by God. Relational attributes essential in a society for 

development to be achievable emanate mostly from the human heart. Some 

of them are justice, love and peace. These societal ingredients, Nnadi 

intones, “cannot be imposed by the force of arms” (108). 

The duty of religion come to the fore when man needs to be stoutly 

reminded that in the peace of the society, lies his own peace and in the 

development of the whole is included the development of the minute. 

Asouzu states this understanding on a philosophical note when he submits 

that rational behavior includes those steps put forth in the protection of 

people’s interests in such a way that actors in the society are made to realize 

that other citizens need the protection of their own interests as well (214). 

The most popular statement in this regard is that made by Jesus Christ 

when he said” Therefore all things whatsoever ye would men should do to 

you, do ye so to them: for this is the law and the prophets” (Matt. 7: 12 KJV). 

Africa is not bereft of the afore-stated tenet. Right from her known past, the 

forebears of the Africans taught her citizens individual and collective 

responsibility. Kanu’s intimations will suffice us here: 

Among Africans there was never a question of adherence to 

the faith handed down by the fore-fathers without a 

corresponding practice, which showed itself in morality. 

Morality flows naturally from religious creed. In the 

traditional African society patriotism was extremely high. 

This is another contribution of religion to nation 

building...religion is an indispensable recipe for building a 

happy and stable nation (91). 

 

Kanu’s intimations on morality are essential because without morality, a 

society is doomed for destruction. In fact it will be appropriate to mention 

here that morality is a universal religious principle. Holmes underscores 

this fact by asserting that every religion concerns itself with the enactment 
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of certain values and virtues needed of its adherents, thereby contributing 

to the transformation of societal morality (11). 

A developed society is the result of developed individuals who in turn 

transform the material resources of the society to achieve the required state 

of affairs. But the individuals in a society cannot attain proper development 

without the imbibing of sound moral principles and the transforming spirit 

of religion. This is why Iwe concludes that without morality, religion is 

dead and impotent (The Inseparable Social Trinity...., 17). When religion 

dies, society dies and where there is no society, there is no development. 

Morality is a standard of life that has to do with behavior. It deals with 

rules, standards, norms, laws or commandments that tell us what we 

should do and what we should not do. Moral rules are intelligible and 

understandable statements that give directions for actions. They are 

established for all human beings without exception (Smedes, 45, 46). 

Religious organizations are effective channels for the mobilization of its 

adherents. Through them counsels and enlightenments are given to people 

that persuade them to cooperate with government and other development 

agencies. Educational, health, and industrial policies that receive religious 

backing, often sail through with the public. On the other hand, if such 

policies are condemned by religious bodies, there will be great public 

skepticism about them leading to their being massively rejected. 

One of the essential elements that make people work together to enhance 

development is mutual trust. Where there is lack of trust between people, 

there is the tendency of non-cooperation. Here religion plays an important 

role as a trust builder. Religion teaches people how to conduct the affairs of 

life in harmony with social and natural principles that make them 

trustworthy and also spur them to trust others. When this is achieved, 

human resources are pulled together and great success is achieved. 

There is a misconception of religion as a means of encouraging people to 

stay poor and hope for their reward in heaven. This is what Ruben calls an 

“inward- looking view of religion” (2003). However, there is the outward-

looking view of religion which actually forms the foundation of man’s trust 
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in his fellow man. This approach is built on the fact that it is God who owns 

the world and all that is in it (Psalm 24:1) and it is the same God who gives 

those who trust in Him power to get wealth  (Deuteronomy8:18). When 

people are made to understand and appreciate the fact that God has the 

power to make them get wealth and examples of wealthy people in the 

Bible such as Abraham (Gen. 13:2; 24: 34, 35), Isaac (Gen. 26: 12-14), and 

Jacob (Gen. 33:10, 11) are given, religion would not be seen only as soothing 

people in sorrow but also as capable of making people get pragmatically 

involved in wealth creation that improves societal development. 

 

III. Some Colonial Religious Missionary Benefits to Africa 

Religion played very important roles in Africa’s development during the 

colonial era. The immediate past Moderator and Prelate of the General 

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Nigeria, Reverend Professor Emele 

Mba Uka in one of his academic works states: 

However much we may criticize Western colonialism even in 

its missionary garb, almost in spite of ourselves, we have 

embraced several ideas and products of Western culture, 

which have transformed our society. Infact, it is the Africans’ 

contact with the West that ended her geographical isolation. 

The introduction of formal education and literacy is perhaps 

the greatest single benefit for which most Africans are 

particularly grateful to the missionaries (191). 

 

Religious missionary activities helped Africans during the colonial era to 

see God in a different light than before its advent. Human sacrifices were 

reduced as the dignity of human life was exulted. The killing of twin babies 

and the ostracizing of their mothers was stopped. Through formal 

education as Uka emphasized above, human resources were developed to 

provide certain required skills thus leading Africans to appreciate their 

individual personal worth as well as their collective social relevance. 
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Trading activities and agricultural production were encouraged as far as 

they were legitimately carried out. The religious missionaries themselves 

were examples as they combined religious activities with other forms of 

work. They variously served as explorers, teachers, priests, engineers, 

medical doctors and nurses, architects, bricklayers, carpenters, joiners and 

agriculturists (Uka, 192). 

Community and Public health activities were taught and undertaken to 

improve the health of Africans. This particular aspect saw the establishment 

of clinics, health centres and hospitals. Through the establishment of Leper 

Colonies, the burying alive of lepers by Africans was stopped. The benefits 

that these religious inputs brought to Africa led to massive distant travels 

with reduced risks of the danger of kidnapping, head hunting and tribal 

warfare. Large towns and cities emerged as multi-tribal settling became 

achievable, thus encouraging developmental activities. 

These colonial religious activities did not destroy the religion of Africans, 

instead it modified it. This must have been possible due to two notable facts. 

One, every religious practice must be tolerant of others. Without this there 

will be chaos, destruction and under-development. Two, African 

indigenous religion is dynamic and thus adapts just as it is adaptable to 

other religious elements (Offiong, 1). Today, it is observed that many 

Africans still practice the tenets of their indigenous religion with modern 

inclinations. Where it was formally required that humans be used as 

sacrificial elements, it is now animals that are acceptable. In the place of 

alcoholic drinks, where one elects not to give it, soft drinks or non-alcoholic 

drinks are now acceptable for particular rites such as in marriage, naming 

ceremonies, burial activities and the likes. 

 

IV. Religion and the Development of the 21st Century African 

Society 

Change is now frequently said to be constant in the world. As it is in other 

continents of the world, so it is in Africa. Nothing remains the way it was, 

the way it is, and the way it will become, except God. The twenty first 
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century is experiencing developmental transformation in several spheres of 

human endeavor. Religious organizations in Africa are getting more and 

more involved in society building through increased participation in 

health-care delivery, educational development, emergency relief activities, 

and mass mobilization of people for positive social engagements, sports 

and youth development. 

In Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya and Cameroun, to mention these few, religious 

organizations as well as people driven by religious values and identity are 

now deeply involved in formal educational activities. This can be seen by 

the numerous schools, be they nursery, primary, secondary or tertiary, that 

have been built and are being run by them. The same goes for health-care 

delivery. Clinics, hospitals, medical centers and specialist health facilities 

are now being managed by religious bodies. 

War and natural disasters have been dealing damaging blows to the world 

in general and Africa in particular. Religion has been playing diligent roles 

to psych up those affected and giving them cause to get rehabilitated. In 

such instances, relief agencies, one of which is, Adventist Development and 

Relief Agency (ADRA), managed by religious organizations have been 

contributing efforts in mobilizing relief support and applying them to those 

involved. 

Religion has helped to effect social mobilization for the restoration of 

human rights in Africa, thereby re-engineering the sense of self worth to 

individuals and groups of individuals in the society.  Issues such as Female 

Genital Mutilation (FGM), Inheritance Rights of Woman (IRW), Inhuman 

Burial-rights Practices (IBP) and Unnecessary Social Caste Discrimination 

(USCD) called OSU in Igbo land, have all received adequate attention and 

in most places, attitudes toward these malpractices have changed 

positively. 

Youth development programs are currently gaining wide attention among 

religions in Africa. This could be seen through numerous religious youth 

organizations and programs that are organized for them.  It is notable and 

worthy of mention that at some of these religious youth programs, resource 
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persons are drafted in to train these young people in skills that benefit them 

and the society.  Some people who ordinarily could not have been able to 

pay for professional training to acquire certain skills such as, production of 

toiletry products, craftsmanship and technical repair works, masonry and 

building skills, solar power installation and other electronic repair skills 

and shoe making and repair techniques, have benefitted from these 

religious gestures to the advantage of societal development in Africa. 

Sporting activities are now attracting some religious organizations. 

Although physical exercises have been part of the youth and even adult 

religious programs, the situation is now assuming a different dimension in 

Africa. Two notable examples of deep financial involvement in sports by 

both a religious group and religious personnel exist in Nigeria.  First is the 

owning of a football club by a church, Mountain of Fire and Miracles 

Ministries (MFM), and as it stands, the Mountain of Fire and Miracles 

Ministries Football Club of Lagos, Nigeria, will be involved in 

Confederation of African Football (CAF) Champions League in the year 

2018. Second is the establishment of a football club by a Catholic Priest, 

Reverend Father Nnaemeka Nwokoro, and the name of the football club is 

Ngwa United.  They are based in Aba, Abia State but are currently 

operating from Abakaliki, Ebonyi state, in Eastern Nigeria. (Nation online). 

From the foregoing, it follows that religion has been exuding 

entrepreneurial qualities in Africa. 

Ugbomhe outlines the sociological characteristics of an entrepreneur to 

include orientation toward a set goal, capacity to organize and manage 

personnel, materials, funds and equipments to achieve targeted results as 

well as the fitness to cope with the dynamics of life (170).  If there were a 

time when Africans needed religion most, it is now.  This is because all the 

struggles for development in Africa, though not without results, lack much 

to be desired.  There is still much poverty in the land with devastating 

diseases.  These societal setbacks to development stare religion in the face. 
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V. How Religion Can Tackle the Challenges of Poverty and Disease 

in Africa 

An interesting newspaper caption reads, “5 Thought-Provoking Facts About 

Africa” (Vanguard Online). Among other intimations in the gist of the story 

is that Africa is seen to be at extremes of wealth and poverty.  This is so 

because the continent is “very rich in mineral and agricultural wealth, but 

at the same time considered the world’s poorest continent, with many of its 

people suffering poverty and sickness” (online).  An amazing exposure in 

the report is that more than half of the population of Africa is below the age 

of 25 years.  This means that apart from mineral and agricultural wealth, 

Africa has a wealth of human labor force.  Perhaps the challenge is how to 

harness the potential man-power of our young people and apply them into 

productive processes of our abundant mineral and agricultural resources to 

achieve relative development of the continent.  The question then is, “how 

can religion factor into this situation?” 

 

Biblical imperatives abound that religious bodies can cash on to properly 

psych up African youths, to use what the continent has to get what it wants 

in terms of development.  First, God made man and placed him in a garden 

where he was to work and then eat the fruits thereof.  Second, the story of 

Cain and Abel show that they were both agriculturists: one a crop scientist 

and the other an expert in animal husbandry.  Third, Abraham, Isaac and 

Jacob who have been shown in this paper to be men of great wealth, were 

all pastoralist agriculturists.  Fourth, what made Joseph, a slave in Egypt, 

to become the Prime Minister of Egypt was his ability to plan and execute 

agricultural production and preservation in line with divine insights. 

Technological know-how without food will turn muscular giants into 

laboratory skeletons. 

 

Religion should educate African youths to know that “The Lord will not 

suffer the soul of the righteous to famish: but he casteth away the substance 

of the wicked. He becometh poor that dealeth with a slack hand; but the 
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hand of the diligent maketh rich” (proverbs 10:3, 4 KJV). Religious 

organizations should liaise with various African government agencies to 

mobilize agricultural equipments, train the youth and engage them in 

productive agriculture. Preservative techniques, materials and equipments 

should be manufactured or procured to aid in the storage of surplus 

produce during harvesting periods.  Religious instruction should inculcate 

in African youths the understanding that man’s future destiny does not 

depend on white-collar jobs, rather it depends on how faithful and diligent 

one discharges one’s duties wherever the Lord places him. African youth 

should be made to realize that Americans, Chinese, Japanese, Britons, Thais 

and Swedish people to mention but these, work in farms to produce their 

varieties of rice, wheat, palm oil, soya beans and several other agricultural 

products. Religion can achieve this feat in Africa because, as Esowe puts it: 

Religion with its teachings makes man to feel protected and as such 

live in response to what his religious beliefs require of him. It affords 

the African the opportunity to see himself as a member of the society 

as he mingles with others in worship practices and fellowship (130). 

 

Engagement in productive agriculture with implicit trust in God will not 

only create wealth, it will sustain health and eradicate disease. This is owing 

to the fact that proper diet which will be the result of abundant varieties of 

the agricultural products in Africa will diffuse hunger and starvation. The 

work engagements will constitute physical exercise. The agrarian 

atmosphere will ensure fresh breath and less environmental pollution. With 

proper government policies, religious imperatives herein outlined will 

motivate growth in the development process of Africa. 

 

VI. Conclusion 

A popular saying has it that: “as you make your bed, so you lie on it”. The 

development of Africa lies in the hands of Africans. The African people live 

in a vast body of land endowed with abundant human and natural 

resources. The African society has rich cultural heritages of which religion 
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and morality are integral parts. Owing to globalization which has made 

international cooperation easy, Africans should see and use their various 

religions to unite and elicit her citizenry to use what is available in the 

continent to get relative development. This will make for peace, health and 

hope for everyone in the society. 
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